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Abstract 
It is shown that p(2) ~> ( 1 - 2~/2 )(2)~ 2 -+ 32 + 2)/'((22 .+- )~)( 1 + 2c )), where 2c is the critical value 
and p(2) is the order of the one-dimensional contact process with parameter ;~. An implication 
of this inequality for vaccination policies for epidemic diseases is discussed. 
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!. Introduction and statement of  results 
The one-dimensional contact process is a continuous time Markov process with state 
space {0, 1 }e. The system evolves as follows: Each site of  7/is either empty or occupied 
by at most one particle. Each particle waits an exponential time with mean 1/(22 4- I ) 
(where 2 > 0 is a parameter of  the process) and then dies with probability 1/(22 + 1) 
or puts a new particle on the site to the right or to the left with probability 2/(22 + 1 ), 
respectively. If the neighbouring site is already occupied, nothing happens when a new 
particle is put there. Then the procedure starts again independent of the past. Thus the 
time a site remains occupied is exponentially distributed with mean 1. One can think 
of several different variations on this basic process, but we will only use one variation 
for technical purposes. For a description of  a graphical construction of this process, 
see e.g. Liggett (1985, p. 172), or Galves and Presutti (1987, p. 1133). 
As first shown in Harris (1974), there is a critical value )~c E (0, vc such that 
if 0 < 2 < 2 c the only invariant probability is the one concentrated in the empty 
configuration and if ). > ).c there is another extremal invariant probability v~ such that 
p(;,) de£" v;.{~1 : 'l(X) = 1} > 0. 
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(This measure is invariant under translations as well, so p(2) does not depend on x.) It 
can be shown, see e.g. Liggett (1985, Theorem 6.1.6) and Bezuidenhout and Grimmett 
(1990), that p is a continuous function of  2 and p()~c) = 0. In this paper we shall give 
a lower bound for p(2) for 2 > 2c. Unfortunately, this bound involves 2c so it cannot 
be used to give any rigorous upper bound for 2o Note also that the fact that one can 
get some lower bound that is linear in 2 - 2c, has been shown in Bezuidenhout and 
Grimmett (1991, formula (1.15)), where no explicit constants are given, but the result 
is established in any dimension. 
Theorem 1. I J2 > 2c, then 
( @) 2)'2 + 32 +2 
p(2)~> 1 - (2  2 + 2)(1 + 2c)' (1) 
Note that by Liggett (1985, Theorem 6.1.33), we have 
+ 22'  2>~2, (2) 
and we see that (1) does not improve this estimate for 2>~2 because 2c ~ 1.65. 
One can, in fact, get a more precise result at the expense of introducing some 
additional variables. 
Let 1//- be the version of the contact process with initial state r/o(X) - 1 if and only 
if x ~< 0. Then we can define 
rt = max{x: q [ (x )  = 1}, (3) 
as the right edge of the process (so that r0 -- 0 in particular). The number a(2) is 
defined to be 
~(2) def inf E(rt- ) 
t>0 t 
By Liggett (1985, Theorem 6.2.27), one has 
~(2)>~2-2o  2/>2c. (4) 
We need another variant qt* of the contact process defined as follows: There are 
no particles at sites x > 0, at sites x < 0 the process proceeds as the basic contact 
process, but at site x = 0 the particle dies with probability (2 + 1)/(22 + 1) and puts a 
new particle on the site x - -1  with probability 2/(2). + 1 ). This process has a critical 
parameter value that turns out to be the same as for the basic process and a nontrivial 
upper invariant measure v~ for 2 > 2c. We let 
= v~ {q: ~(0) = 1}. 
(For this process we clearly do not have translation invariance, but the choice of 0 as 
the special site, is of course not essential.) 
Now we can formulate our result. 
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Theorem 2. [1"2 > ).c, then 
).(1 ÷)~)p~().) ~(2). (5) 
2. An application to epidemics 
In many models of epidemics a crucial role is played by the basic reproduction 
number which is defined to be the expected number of individuals that are directly 
infected by one infected individual. 
Consider for example the following simple SIS model. Let 1 denote the number of 
infectives and S the number of susceptibles. Thus one has 
s ' ( t )  = - I~S( t )~( t )  + ~,q(t), 
l ' ( t  ) = f i s ( t ) I ( t  ) - 7I(t), 
where 1// is the average time an individual remains infective, and fi is a coefficient 
of infectivity (and susceptibility). Clearly S(t) + l(t) is a constant, say P, tZ~r all t. 
One equilibrium is 1 = 0 and S P and the endemic equilibrium is 1 P ,'/[i 
and S = ;,/fi, provided fi > 7/P. Let the basic reproduction umber be Ro tiP.'; 
which one can easily identify as the expected number infected by one individual in a 
population of P susceptibles. {In this deterministic model, one has of course to assume 
thai P is so large that any discrete effects do not matter.) In terms of R0 the endemic 
equilibrium can be expressed as S = P/Ro and 1 P( I  - l/R0), or Ro P/S. If one 
wants to eradicate the disease through vaccination for example, one must remove al 
least a fraction (1 - l/RoY of the population from the pool of susceptibles, or decrease 
the infectivity coefficient fi by the same fraction. (Increasing 7 is essentially nothing 
but decreasing fi combined with a change of the time-scale.) The important point is. 
that the fraction to be vaccinated, or the decrease in susceptibility or infectivity to bc 
achieved, is 1 S/P. 
The same conclusion holds for many other models as well, in particular it does no1 
depend on the distribution of  the time an individual remains infective, and on whether 
there is an immune state or not. The important feature though, is that the population 
should be homogeneous. For further results on the basic reproduction umber, see Dietz 
(1993) and the references mentioned there. 
One can view the contact process as a simple model of an epidemic by considering 
an occupied site to be infected. An infected site remains infected during a time intervai 
that is exponentially distributed with mean 1. During this time the individual will infect 
(or if  the neighbours are infected, at least try to infect) on average 22 other individuals. 
If one only counts the first attempt o infect each neighbour, then the average number 
will be 2)./'(). + I ). Thus one has either R0 -- 22 or R0 2)./()~ + 1 ). But in neither case 
does one always get an endemic equilibrium (that is, a nontrivial invariant probability, 
distribution) if R0 > 1, in fact )~ must be larger, i.e. > 1.65. The reason is of course 
the near (in this basic model even nearest) neighbour interaction. But one could instead 
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ask if the conclusion about the sufficient decrease in susceptibility to be achieved by 
the vaccination derived above still holds, that is, will the disease be eliminated if the 
susceptibility (or infectivity) is reduced by the factor p(2). (In this one dimensional 
model it is more realistic to assume that vaccination leads to a uniform decrease in 
susceptibility than that some fraction of susceptibles are permanently removed through 
vaccination.) Or in other words, is it the case that 2(1 -p(2))~<2~? It is easy to check, 
using (1) and (2), that we in fact have the following. 
Corollary 3. Assume that 2c <~ ~. Then 
2c 
p(~)~> 1 - 7 
5 is very close to 1.65 that is generally believed to be a good Note, however, that 
approximation to 2c, so there is not much hope that one can prove that 2c ~< 3" But I still 
believe it is fair to say that although the original definition of R0 is irrelevant in this 
connection the implications for vaccination policies are the same as in the simple 
deterministic models, and one can conjecture that this result holds for much more 
complicated models as well. It is clear, though, that if the population is not homoge- 
neous, then the fraction of susceptibles must be calculated as some weighted average, 
depending on the different susceptibilities to the disease. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
First we recall the following result (rt is the right edge as defined in (3)). 
Lemma 4. For each 6 > 0 and 2 > 2c there are positive constants 7 and C such 
that 
P sup - - -  ~>6 ~Ce -~'t, t > O. (6) 
\s>~t S 
This result follows from Durrett (1988, Lemma 2, p. 67, Theorem 6, p. 288) and 
the results and arguments in Galves and Presutti (1987, p. 1138). 
Next we define for each n > 0, 
T, = inf{t > 0: rt~n}. (7) 
We have the following result. 
Lemma 5. For each ~ > 0 and 2 > 2c there are positive constants y and C such 
that 
n ~(2) >~ ~<Ce-Tn' n > 0. (8) 
This is actually more than we need, but we get it without much extra effort. 
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Proof. Comparing the process to one where there are no deaths (and where the initial 
state is Zz ) one easily sees that T, is at least the sum of n independent exponentially 
distributed random variables with mean 1/)4. It follows that there are constants (71 and 
";~ such that 
p (T,,~<n'~ <~Cle-r ,n. 
2,;~J 
Let [:t be an arbitrary number in (1/(2)~), 1/~(2)). Then we have by Lemma 4 
~< P sup > + P < ~< C=e -r=" + Ct e :% 
\t>n:(2;.) t ~11 ~/. 
Similarly, let fl > 1/:~(2). Then we have by Lemma 4 
P(~ > fl) 4P( in f  r' fi) - -  < 4C3e ~'~'. \t>n[~ t
This completes the proof. [] 
Define the numbers T,,,m and 5,.,,, by the relation 
n~(n) = £ Z[T,,,,,,S,,,,)(t), t>~O, n>0,  
where T, .... and S~,m are increasing in m. Thus we have 7",, = T,,,~. Define the sets A ...... 
and B ..... by 
A .... de*" {eJ: T,+l E (T~,m, Sn, m)}, 
B ...... acj {(,j: T,,+l >~T~,m}. 
It follows from the construction of the process that ~,,,~-i ZA ....... ~.e. 1. Thus we get, 
E(T,,+I - T. , )= k E((Tn+I - T,,)ZA,,,,,) 
m=l 
m--I 
~ E((s../ h,.s)ZA,,,,,) 
m=l j= l  
oc, m- I  
+ ~ ~ E((T~.j+I S.j)ZA,,,,,) 
m=l j= l  
:be  
+ ~ E((Tn+I - T,,,m)Z~t,,,, ) 
m--I 
~c 
= ~ E((Sn,j - T,,,/)ZB ...... ) 
/=  1 
+£ E((T~.j+I - S~. j )Z&. ,  ) 
i=1 
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oc 
÷ ~ E((Tn+I -- Tn, m)ZA,,.m ) 
m=l 
oo  
= ~ E(S.,m - Tn.mlT,,+l ~T,,,m+I)P(Tn+I ~Tn,  m+l) 
m=l  
+ ~ E(T~,m+l - S,,,mlT,,+l >1 Tn, m+l )P(T,,+] >- T.,m+] ) 
m=l  
+ ~ E(Tn+I -- Tn, mlTn+l E (Tn, m, Sn, m)) 
ttZ= ] 
xP(L+t ~ (L,m,S.,m)). (9) 
Since two Poisson processes with parameters 2] and 22 can be generated from one 
process with parameter 21 +22 by choosing points to the first with probability 21/(2! + 
22) and to the second one with probability 22/(2] + 22) one easily sees that 
1 
P(Tn+I )L ,m÷l )  -- (1 + 2) ~ '
2 (10) 
P(Tn+] E (Tn, m, Sn, m)) -- (1 + 2) ~ '
and 
1 
E(Smm - Tn, m I Tn--I ~Tn, m+l) -- 1 ÷ 2' 
1 (11) 
E(Tn+l - T~,m IT,,+1 ~ (Tn, m,S .... )) = 
1+2"  
* ,n  
Let t/t be the modified contact process for which there are no particles at sites 
x > n, at sites x < n the process proceeds at the basic contact process, but at site 
x = n the particle dies with probability (2 + 1)/(22 + 1 ) and puts a new particle on the 
site x = n -  1 with probability 2/(22 + 1 ). The processes q*' n and ~/t are coupled using 
the basic coupling. We let t£-' *'" be the version of this process with r/0 ' * '~( j )=  1 
if and only if j<~n. Thus the processes qt and r h- agree in the time interval 
(T~, T,,+I ). 
Define the numbers T,~*m and Sn*,m by 
: )c 
~/, '* '"(n)= ~ ZiT.,s.~(t), t~>0, 
m= --k,~ 
where the numbering is chosen so that S* = min{S,,], T,+l}, and both T~m and Sn*,m n,l , , 
are increasing in m. Now it is clear that Tn, m+l -- Sn, m = * - Sn, m* Bn, m+l Tn, m+l on 
and * * Tn,m+ I --Sn, m and ZB,,.,,,+, are independent because the process does not depend on 
the future and it could be formulated so that one first generates the random variable 
~m%l mZA,~.,," There fore  
E(T,, ,,,+1 S,, m I Tn+l ~ Tn m÷l  ) - -  * * , - , , - s , , , , . ) .  (12)   E(T£,m+ 1 
Combining (9) - (12)  and summing we obtain 
E(T . )  1 + 1" 1 
_ _ ~ ~ E(T/,m+I _ S~m), ,  1 (13) 
n 2 rt j=0  m= 1 " ' t l  ÷ , ; t )  m'  
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Since the processes r/*," are the same except for the obvious translation, and the 
distribution of ~/~,*,0 converges to v* as t -+ vc one sees that limi__,~E(Ti*÷i 
S'm) ,y- where ~Y- is the expected length of  the intervals on which the process 
*0  ~Tt' (0) remains at the value 0 when rb *'° has the invariant distribution v~. Thus it 
follows from (13) that 
E(T,,)  I + x,- 
lira 
and this result combined with Lemma 5 shows that 
,~(~) (14) 
1 + ,~" 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Liggett (1985, Theorem 6.2.33), one 
can show that the process ~1 *'° is ergodic, and then one gets, for example from the 
results in Kac (1947, p. 1009), and from the fact that the length of the time intervals 
the process q*'°(0) remains at the value 1 has mean 1/(2 + 1) that 
1/(,~ + 1) 
1,'(,;. + l) + ,< P~(;)  
If one combines this result with (14), then one gets (5) and the proof of Theorem 2 
is completed. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we need an upper bound of tJ~:(2 in 
terms of ). and p().). Let 
d cf g,g 
p( i , j ) - -  ;.{,I: ~/(O)=j,~/( 1)==i}, i , j  C {0,1}, 
• . def , 
p(,,./,k) v;.{,l: J/(O) k, r t ( - -1 )==j ,~1( -2 )= i} ,  i , j ,  ke{O, l} ,  
and 
def Vt {,I : II(-- j )  i} ,  Pi . 
def V~{#]: ~( j )  = 1,#1(-- j 1) =: l} .  q./ 
Using the fact that v* is an invariant distribution for the process tl* we get the following 2 
equations: 
p ( l ,0 )  + (). - 1)p(0, 1) 2p(1,0,0) 0, 
p(1,1) (22 - -1 )p(0 ,1 ) - )~p(1 ,0 ,1 )=0,  
(2+l)p(1,1)+2p(l ,O,O)-() .+l)p(1,O) O. 
Adding the first and third equation gives 
( ) .+l )po-2(p i  qo) = 0, (15) 
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and if we use the fact that p(1,0, 1 ) ~> 0 in the second equation, then we get 
q0 >~(22 + 1)(p0 - q0). (16) 
Using the fact that v* is invariant we get in addition that Y. 
Pn=2(Pn+l+P, - l -q , -q~- I ) ,  n>~l. (17) 
Since we have p(2) = v;~{q: tl(X) = 1} we get from the fact that v is an invariant 
distribution in analogy with (17) that 
p()`) = 2@(2) -  2)`v;,{q: t l (x )= 1, q (x -  1)= 1}. (18) 
Finally, we invoke the fact that by Liggett (1985, Corollary III.1.7), we have v* ~< v;~, 
, v *'n is the upper invariant measure for the process q*,n and v~<v*'n  n>/0, where ;. 
defined above. The conclusions we get from this is that 
P~ ~P2 ~<P3 ~p(2) ,  (19) 
and by (18) that 
q2 ~< p(2). (20) 
We rewrite (17) with n = 1 using (15) to obtain 
),ql = (2), + 1)p0 - p(),) + ()` + 1) (p(2) - P l )  - 2(p(),) - P2). 
By (17) with n = 2 and by (19) and (20) we get 
2 )` -  1 
)`q~ >~ -~- - -p (2 )  - (2), - 1 )(p()`) - pl ) + (), - 1 )(P3 - Pl ). 
Combining these two results we get, when we use the fact that by (19) 
(2 -  1)(p3 - p~ )+ ),(p(),) - p2)>~(2-  1)(p(),) - Pl ) 
that 
p(;O 
Po + ~--  >~ PJ. 
By (15) and (16) we have 
422 + 52 + 2 
P1>/ 222+22 p0, 
and if we combine these two inequalities we get 
22+2 
P0 ~ 222 + 32 + 2 p(2). 
Inserting this inequality together with (4) in (5) gives (1). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
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